
Costa den Blanes

Объект № 119334

Exclusive Mediterranean-style villa with fantastic sea views in

Costa d'en Blanes

 

жилая площадь:

участок:

спальни:

санузел:

вид на море:

390 m²

717 m²

4

4

бассейн:

Энергетическая

сертификация:

в процессе

ценa: € 5.350.000,-
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Описание объекта:

This 2-level property was constructed to the highest standards and offers only the best-quality fittings and

furnishings. Upon entering the ground floor a spacious hallway leads to the open, light-flooded living/dining

area and the kitchen, a guest WC, a utility room and a bedroom with en-suite bathroom. The kitchen and

dining areas access a covered terrace with a comfortable lounge area, a dining area and a summer kitchen. In

the garden there is a large swimming pool, a spacious garage and a storage room.

Housed on the upper level is the master bedroom with a separate chill-out zone, a bathroom, a walk-in

wardrobe and access to a terrace with sea views. There are also 2 further bedrooms, each with its own

bathroom en suite.

Overall the property stands out with its very high build quality, breathtaking location and high-quality fittings.

It offers the perfect setting for luxurious and comfortable living in one of the most desirable residential areas

of Mallorca.

All information is correct to the best of our knowledge. Errors and prior sale excepted. This prospectus is purely for information purposes. Only the notarized deed of sale is legally binding.
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Месторасположения и окрестности:

One of the most exclusive areas of the island is Costa d’en Blanes. The houses and villas are situated above

from Portals Nous and due to the hillside situation offering a beautiful view to the sea and the port. The

urbanization has a security guard. You find various beaches, the famous Puerto Portals, the attractions centre

Marineland of exotic animals, bars, restaurants, banks and medical attendance nearby.

All information is correct to the best of our knowledge. Errors and prior sale excepted. This prospectus is purely for information purposes. Only the notarized deed of sale is legally binding.
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